Client testimonials
“It is important not only to have good quality advice but also to have someone who
understands and can translate the minefield of the French Legal system. I would always
recommend that potential purchasers seek legal advice in their own language and I have no
hesitation in recommending Dawn. The feedback I have had is that she is very
knowledgeable, efficient and personable. (Professional Referrer).
“May I say how pleased we were with the service provided by Russell-Cooke and Veronique
in particular who handled all our questions promptly and efficiently”
“We’re very grateful for all your careful and speedy work on this transaction”
“The vendor’s notaire was difficult and inefficient and you still managed the business
effectively”
“Initial web inquiry was answered within 1 hour. Patrick dealt with a very sensitive and
traumatic situation with great empathy and professionalism”
“The personal service is what I value most”
“Thank you. You are very efficient, which is much appreciated”
“Thank you for all you help, you made what could have been a nightmare into a pleasure”.
“I am most grateful for the very helpful advice you have given me. I have been very satisfied
with the quality of service I have received”.
“A quick response to an urgent problem, with clear and concise advice = happy client!”
“Thank you for that articulate and pleasant explanation”.
“We felt we had been provided with a timely and thoroughly professional advice”
“M. Delas was very helpful indeed and helped us to understand a complex issue”.
“Excellent professional service overall”.
“Must be fine. I have recommended Patrick to two friends”.
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